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Srei Neamb (1972-2002): In Memoriam1	1 Based in part on: Grassroots Empowerment and Transcultural Workshops:
 Some Strategies for HIV/AIDS Prevention Among “beer promotion women” in  Cambodia, a paper presented by Meghan McCourt, University of Guelph, at the Annual Meetings of the Canadian Psychological Association, Hamilton, ON, June 13, 2003. Part of a symposium: INTER-SECTION on Globaliization and HIV/AIDS in Cambodia: Multiple sub-disciplinary views on interventions for  women and children at risk. Organized by: Ian Lubek (University of Guelph) and Mee Lian Wong ( National University of Singapore);  Moderator: Elizabeth Church (Memorial University). Part of an ongoing collaboration of an international research team (Dr. Ian Lubek, Canada; Dr. Mee Lian Wong, Singapore; Dr. Sarath Kros, Cambodia, and many others), sponsored in part by the Elton John AIDS Foundation, MAC AIDS Fund, and corporate and private donations. See also Honours Thesis (McCourt, 2002). . 				
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Srei Neamb worked in Cambodia as a “beer promotion woman” or, more simply, “beer girl”. For 6 years, she earned approximately $2 per day  selling exclusively one  international brand of beer, unaware until recently that 20% of this female sales force was in fact  HIV seropositive and would soon die from HIV/AIDS and/or its complications. We interviewed them, observed them in their workplace, and sought to understand them at the individual, psychological level as well as seeking the economic, historical, cultural and globalizing business contexts surrounding their  employment. There is a lot of turnover: when one woman  dies, she is quickly replaced by the beer companies with a young newcomer from the countryside, often with less than 1 hour training. In fact, one of us (M.M.)I was hired by the manager of Fosters beer in Siem Reap to sell beer in a restaurant with what was taken for a distinctive “Aussie” accent,  but after less than an hour was unhired by the owner over “insurance” coverage issues for “Western” women. Nonetheless, without this Foster’s $2 paycheck and the blue and gold uniform, she  still went to the restaurant, and there with the other team members, including Dr. Mee Lian Wong, was taught how to properly pour the beer by Srei Neamb. 
	She was born in 1972, and soon had become involved with the SiRCHESI project– the Siem Reap Citizens for Health, Education and Social Issues. During the early stages of the project in 2000, she was one of the first to speak candidly 
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about the beer selling industry of Siem Reap. Over the next two years, as the research team designed and implementation education programmes targeted towards the beer promotion saleswomen of Siem Reap,  Srei Neamb was able to share with us  a great deal about her background, and about her life as a “beer girl”; she and other focus group members thus helped us design and refine our workshop teaching materials for HIV/AIDS prevention. 
	 Srei Neamb, had been married, and had worked as a grocery seller, but had become a beer promotion saleswoman for financial reasons after the end of her marriage.  She was one of the few literate beer promotion women and had attended the Rose Centre in Siem Reap in order to learn English.  Watching Srei Neamb at work in a restaurant, it was extremely apparent that she was a leader for the other women- and that she took pride in her work.  She was very relaxed with our team, interviewing us as we interviewed her.  So it was natural that when Meghan wanted to experience the beer promotion work first hand,    it was she who taught the proper pouring method and how to serve the customers in her restaurant. 	During one interview in 2002, Srei Neamb explained the importance she attached to her active involvement with the peer education project: it was due to her belief that beer girls died of HIV/AIDS because of a lack of education and testing.  This belief motivated her as a most active peer educator. In our followup evaluation interviews conducted in July, 2002, 10 weeks after our formal training workshops for peer educators, Srei Neamb accounted for the highest number of peer education sessions with new students. And these included not only women who worked for her company and in her  restaurant, but also friends and neighbours, and even some men. She was one of the first  to convince us of the merits of using  women peer educators in the planned men’s workshops. 
	During the July interview, she spoke with great pride about having taken on a second job as a market food seller in order to change her life.  She had longtime sold the beers of Singapore- based Asia Pacific Breweries ( owned 34% by Heineken) and who used the Cambodian Brewing Company’s nearby plant for local bottling of Tiger, ABC Anchor, as well as the local Angkor beer. In 2000, she was wearing  the  uniform of Anchor Beer, then in 2002 switched from selling Tiger/ABC beer to a new Spy wine cooler. Several distributors had recently begun adding new products and costumes for the “beer promotion women”,  including several Australian and French wines, Champagnes and Cognacs (e.g., Hennessy, Otard, Remy Martin)  and Whiskies (Johnny Walker). SPY seems to have been the first “mixed cooler”, and selling this product  appeared to make a world of difference in terms of her job satisfaction as a “beer girl”.  
	When asked about the consequences of having gone through our peer education program, she described it as having inspired her to change her life, she spoke of new peer friendships and connections, and she was practicing what she had learned in her own life.  Srei Neamb expressed concern over the lack of education and medical treatment for HIV/AIDS in Siem Reap, voicing her fear that before the life-prolonging medications could be brought to Cambodia, AIDS would kill many other people.
	Less than one month later, Srei Neamb herself had died of AIDS related causes. We learned this sad news only during the next team visit, when the owner came over to tell our team members, as gently as she could: “Sorry, Srei Neamb can’t serve you tonight,  she’s dead from AIDS.”.  Less than one month after our last interview with her, where she had demonstrated such promise, determination, and understanding of the infrastructure problems in battling HIV/AIDS in Siem Reap, she had developed severe symptoms, went home to be cared for by her mother in Batambang, and died about a week later.  We found out later from our staff  that it was likely that she had known that she was HIV+ for quite some time, making her teaching efforts with others all the more remarkable. 
	And sadly and prophetically, six months after she had died, the life-saving anti-retrovirals finally came to Siem Reap in early 2003, brought by Medecins sans Frontieres and the French NGO Esther. Between them, there was only enough for 350 persons, out of more than 10,000 Persons Living with HIV/AIDS.  
	Srei Neamb probably saved others’ lives in this community by teaching them to use condoms to prevent HIV/AIDS transmission. But the passing of our dear friend and colleague  brings into even greater focus the reality of the precarious situation faced by the women of the beer promotional sales industry in Siem Reap. 

